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elmundo.es is the most 
successful Spanish-writ-
ten online newspaper 
in the world. When the 
Interactive Infographics 
Department was cre-
ated, by the end of 1999, 
elmundo.es was nearly 
5 years old. Nowadays, 
nearly 60 people work in 
the newsroom as report-
ers, designers, infograph-
ics journalists and techni-
cians.

Animated, Interactive, Multimedia
This is a tale about modern 
storytelling. As visual journal-
ists, infographics designers who 
have made the move to the online 
world feel often lost in the sea of 
continuous changes and the de-
manding enviroment.  An online 
infographic made only two years 
ago looks very old today, as we 
will see in further pages. And 
online designers and journalists 
are under a great deal of pres-
sure to always offer their read-
ers  something new that takes 
advantage of the latest technolo-
gies and techniques: animation, 
multimedia, interactivity. This 
fact is really stressing, but there 
are ways of dealing with it.

Why Spain?

Infographics in Spain have de-
veloped rapidly since bursting 
to life in its modern form during 
the first Gulf War (1991). There 
had been graphic communica-
tors working in newspapers for 

many years (there is evidence 
in our country since the begin-
ning of the 20th century), but 
the coinciding of that event with 
the arrival en masse of high-
powered Macintosh computers 
in newsrooms transformed our 
profession. 

Infographics are one of the best 
practiced journalism fields in
Spain. Almost every big, medium 
and small newspaper has its own 
department of two, three or even 
15 people creating visual expla-
nations for print and online and 
the quality is, most of the time, 
excellent. We are proud to say 
that some of our fellow country-
men and women are among the 
best professionals in the world.

There are numerous reasons for 
this phenomena. There is the 
long tradition of fine arts  and
design in the country that seems 
to be tattooed in our collective 
soul. Then, probably as a con-

sequence of this, an unstopable 
desire to use visual tools to at-
tract new and young readers that 
has been in the mind of editors 
for years ago as a way to combat 
TV supremacy. The consumer is 
considered not only a “reader”, 
but a “viewer” of information. 
Well-crafted news must be also 
well packaged.

There is another crucial factor 
in the last 13 years: the Malofiej
awards and summit, at the Uni-
versity of Navarra. Organized 
by the Spanish chapter of the 
Society for News Design (SND), 
Malofiej is a meeting place for
infographics journalists world-
wide and has helped to raise the 
quality standard by promoting a 
fierce (but also friendly) compe-
tition among professionals. The 
summit name honors the Ar-
gentinian visual communication 
pioneer Alejandro Malofiej.

El Mundo and elmundo.es

El Mundo´s desire has  always 
been to become worldwide lead-
ers in the field of infographics.
It is one of the youngest news-
papers in Spain and when it 
was launched, high quality info-
graphics were a trademark of its 
most important competitors, El 
Pais and ABC, as well as impor-
tant regional dailies like La Voz 
de Galicia.

With the growth of the Internet, 
the obvious next step was to de-
velop animated visual explana-
tions. The newspaper website, 
elmundo.es, soon became the 
leader of the Spanish Internet 
news market. This is the story 
of our many mistakes and of the 
lessons we have learned so far. I 
hope you will find it useful.



A World of Infographics
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Visual thinking and information
The words or language, as they are written or spoken, do not seem to play any role 

in my mechanism of thought. The psychical entities which serve as elements in 

thought are certain signs and more or les clear images which can be “voluntarily” 

reproduced or combined... The above mentioned elements are, in my case, of visual 

and some muscular type. 

Albert Einstein

Einstein´s explanation of 
his thought process is useful in 
understanding how our brain 
works. We rarely verbalize our 
thoughts initially. Instead, our 
mind works with images in the 
broad sense of the word (not all 
images are visual images, but 
many of them are). Try this ex-
periment. I am going to write a 
word and you will try to explain 
what is the first thing that comes
to your mind. Ready? Ok, here it 
goes: “chair”.

I bet the first thing that burst into
your brain was not the conven-
tional mixing of c+h+a+i+r, but 
some kind of image of a chair it-
self. Your mind chose automati-
cally from among those you have 
seen throughout your life. Per-
haps one you bought after you 
got married from that temple 
of doom called Ikea. Only after 
that, and only if necessary, you 

verbalized it to explain it to me. 
In a much more complex way, 
this is how we deal with thinking 
in general. First, the mind im-
age, then either a visual image 
or a verbalization of the object.

Wisemen have thought about 
this since antiquity. The Greek 
philosopher Aristotle said: “when 
people thinks about something, 
always thinks necessarily in an 
image because images are like 
sensations, only that they are not 
made of matter. Thus, first no-
tions about things do not come 
out without images”. 

Visual processes are essential for 
human beings. Vision is a prod-
uct of evolution, the result of the 
adaptation to the enviroment, a 
defense against predators and 
a precious weapon for hunt-
ing. Vision is for us what hear-
ing or smell is for other species, 

the most important of the five
senses. A prehistoric primate 
could survive without hearing or 
smelling (though our ancestors 
might find it difficult). But in the
wilderness, surrounded by starv-
ing beasts, living without vision 
was probably impossible.

Since the dawn of mankind, peo-
ple have tried to find new ways
to convey information by visual 
means, say paintings in the wall 
of a cave or with rough maps 
over a piece of leather. As a mat-
ter of fact, maps are probably the 
first systematic attempt of con-
veying accurate visual informa-
tion that still can be understood 
today (unfortunately, we don´t 

know exactly what the cavemen 
tried to say with those stylized 
animals on their walls).

Visual explanations are closely 
linked to ages of reason. It is 
true that in darker times, like the 
early Middle Ages, images were 
broadly used specially to explain 
stories of faith (think about 
those ugly gargoyles in European 
churches), but it is not compara-
ble to the splendor of the times 
when humankind was consid-
ered the measure of everything, 
like ancient Greece, the Roman 
Republic and Empire, the Re-
naissance or the Nineteenth and 
Twentieth centuries. 

Think about Leonardo -beyond 
The Da Vinci Code, please...- It 
is true he was a great painter 
and sculptor but in a strange 
way his most interesting works 
were not the finished ones, but
the sketches. He was also an in-
ventor and an accurate watcher 
of natural life. That is why he 
has left many pages of beauti-
ful drawings of opened bodies 
and weird flying machines for us
to enjoy. And he was not alone. 
Only fifty years later, Copernico
destroyed the traditional view of 
the Universe when he explained 
with a sketch that the Earth was 
not the center of the gravitation-

Charles Josephs Minard´s 

(XIX) chart about Napoleon´s 

losses in the Russian Campaign 

is considered the best visual 

representation of data of all time 

(see the books of Edward Tufte 

in the recommended reading). 

However, other outstanding 

works of Minard are often 

forgotten because of that. The 

one above depicts the path that 

the Carthaginese general Han-

nibal followed from Spain to 

Italy during the Second Punic 

War against Rome. The chart 

is, at the same time, a map and 

a statistical representation of 

the size of the army.  It gives us 

lots of information but it also 

conveys the dramatism of war in 

ancient times.

It does not matter if you love or hate Ikea (try to guess what option I choose: all 

my living room furniture comes from there) What it is true is that their assembly 

instructions are really well done and a good example of information design... Even 

if you are a helpless clumsy person like me. 

For a twisted and funny version of their instructions, visit:

http://www.nationallampoon.com/nl/08_features/ikea_desk/ikea_desk.asp

Europe from Moscow, an example of 

how maps can be used for political ma-

nipulation. This one was published by 

Time Magazine in 1952. See more in

http://www.newberry.org/nl/smith/

slidesets/vs1.html

Interested in how the mind 

works and visual thinking? Try 

these excellent books by Stephen 

Pinker: How the Mind Works 

(easy to remember, huh?) and 

The Blank Slate.
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So what is an infographic?
Let me be clear with this and 
say what newspaper infographics 
are not. They are neither design 
nor illustration. Sounds strange, 
doesn´t it? Nevertheless, they 
are closely linked to these two 
fields, but in a particular way.

As we just saw, there is a branch 
of design that is more related to 
news infographics than any oth-
er: information design, the art or 
craft of organizing, depicting and 
conveying huge amounts of in-
formation (statistical, for exam-
ple) through visuals. But I do not 
consider newspaper infographics 
as something derived only from 
information design but also (and 
mostly) from journalism. If you 
prefer, as some sort of hybrid of 
these two disciplines.

We can define newspaper info-
graphics as the craft of telling 
news stories using the tools of 
(information) design, illustra-
tion, cartography and/or pho-
tography. Nowadays you can 
add video, audio and interactiv-
ity to the cocktail and get even 
more confused... No one said 
this is an easy job to define. Try 
with my granddad. After three 
years trying to figure out what I 
did in a print newspaper (“where 
can I read your stories, kid?”) I 
made the move to the online 
(“why does someone want to pay 
you for something that will not 
be printed?”). It is a challenge, 
isn´t it?

Infographics have been used in 
printed newspapers since the 
early eighteenth century. They 
were usually maps, as the famous 
one published in 1702 by The 
Daily Courant (England) about 
the Bay of Cadiz. It is not certain 

if this was the first infographic 
to appear in a newspaper but it 
seems possible that visual expla-
nations, maps and charts have 
been linked to the media since 
its beginning. Though there were 
good examples during the nine-
teenth century, the real burst of 
journalistic graphics came in the 
last century, specially during the 
two World Wars. Infographics 
have a long history.

And then, toward the end of the 
Twentieth Century, online in-
fographics were born. They are 
animated, can be interactive and 
can be multimedia. However, 
almost every professional that 
works now as an Internet info-
graphics designer came from the 
print world, so he/she tends to 
use the same principles that are 
used in the old print world. This 
is not bad as it gives us a foun-
dation from which to start (the 
principles are the same). But it 
can be a burden if we fail to fo-
resee what trends should be fo-
llowed.

al system. And Andrea Vesalio 
published what is considered 
one of the best anatomy books 
ever, De Humani Corporis Fab-
rica, broadly illustrated with 
engravings.  Moreover, the ap-
pearance of the printing press 
in Europe saw the first steps of 
what afterwards would be called 
“design” because there would be 
no modern design without mass 
copying or reproduction.

The end of the eighteenth cen-
tury gave birth to a new sub-
discipline, information design 
(though it was not named that 
way at the time) thanks to the 
work of the Scottsman William 

Leonardo da Vinci

His anatomy drawings and 

sketches are not only pieces of 

art, but also great examples of 

clear visual explanations.

We haven’t invented any-

thing as this map from 1921 

demonstrates (El Sol, a Spanish 

newspaper). American newspa-

pers have used maps and illus-

trations since before the Revolu-

tion, as Mark Monmonier’s book 

Maps with the News explains, 

showing other examples as the 

cartoonish Benjamin Franklin’s 

representation of the early 

colonies as a snake cut in pieces 

made in 1754 and published in 

the Pennsylvania Gazette (this 

is not an infographic at all but 

a political illustration, but it’s 

interesting anyway).

Franklin´s Join or Die snake 

was copied by several news-

papers. It was intended to 

persuade the colonies to unite in 

the struggle against France.

Playfair, who developed most 
of the statistical charts that we 
still use today for his book The 
Commercial and Political Atlas. 
In the middle of the nineteenth 
century, other artists and engi-
neers like Charles Joseph Mi-
nard and John Snow helped to 
improve this new field. 

These are some of our ancestors, 
though the real history is much 
more complicated. The lesson 
we should keep in mind is that a) 
humans are visual beings, b) that 
we understand many things bet-
ter if they are explained visually 
and c) because of this modern 
design exists. Let´s move on.



Infographics in elmundo.es
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Five years of explanations
The online graphics depart-
ment of elmundo.es was born 
at the end of 1999 as you saw in 
the Introduction. At that time, 
Flash was a budding technology, 
which had not reached the full 
development seen today. The 4.0 
version was new, with ever more 
complex programming in Ac-
tionScript, and there were many 
opportunities for a traditional 
infographics designer from the 
print media.

From the beginning

The first graphics elmundo.es
produced at a time when the 
department had only two peo-
ple, are characterized by their 
continuous and somewhat er-
ratic experimentation. It is not 
unusual to find very interesting
pieces of work (Fig. 1) alongside  
completely absurd ones (Fig. 2).

Analysing them four years later 
provides a real dose of humil-
ity, because it shows us what we 

were like and above all that de-
spite having improved, we still 
have a long way to go. The old 
infographics of elmundo.es can 
help us to identify various mis-
takes which are still repeated in 
the media everywhere, and what 
lessons we can learn from them.

Changing navigation, non-
existent templates

When a publication offers its 
readers a large quantity of pre-
sentations with the same char-
acteristics it is essential for them 
to have a consistent structure. 
To put it simply: the content can 
change, but the container, the 
navigation, must be identical.

There are several reasons for 
this; the main one is that a reader 
who is used to looking at infor-
mation graphics will not have to 
learn new navigation rules every 
time they visit us. It is a principle 
that is applied to Web design so 
why not also use it with Flash? 

Imagine a news site in which 
each HTML page had the menus 
in different places. It would be 
unnavigable.

What is the key? The templates. 
We did not use them years ago, 
but instead invented interfaces 
ad hoc for each graphic (Fig. 3). 
This is obviously a big mistake.

It is true that using a template 
can make graphics seem mo-
notonous to a visitor, but their 
advantages more than make up 
for this. They make navigation 
easier, but above all, they lighten 
the creative burden of the graph-
ic: if we already have the pre-es-
tablished navigation bar, we can 
put all our effort into what really 

matters, the body of work (Fig 
4).

Abuse of animation

There are several tools for cre-
ating a hierarchy of objects in 
design or infographics. Their 
spatial position is one. Color is 
another, extremely important 
one: a red spot will stand out on 
a background which only con-
tains a range of greys. Obvious, 
isn’t it?

In animated graphics, the addi-
tional tool for hierarchy creation 
is movement. Animated objects 
will attract attention more than 
static ones. Isn’t this also obvi-
ous? It would not seem so, judg-

Fig. 1

The Hubble, one of the first com-

plex visual explanations made 

by the interactive infographics 

department

Fig1:http://www.elmundo.es/

noticias/2000/graficos/abril/

semana4/hubble.html

Fig. 2

This is one of my first works for

elmundo.es and it still can be 

found online... to make me feel 

embarrased.

http://www.elmundo.es/

noticias/2000/graficos/mayo/

semana1/tsunami.html
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Scene I
Introduction
Why is Einstein important to us?
Why are we doing a multimedia
coverage about him?
Nobel prize

Scene II
The problem with the light
Ether and Time
Speed of Light: invariable
Relative Time
Special Relativity
E=mc2 energy and mass

Scene III
Black Body Radiation
Light as wave and photons
Photoelectric Effect
General relativity
Curved space
How planets and stars affect
the spacetime structure
Black holes

was finished in a day and a half.
Problems came later. 

I say it was a problem because 
we found out that it was neces-
sary to keep a linear narrative if 
we wanted the story to be under-
stood. I feel fine with linear sto-
ries as my background is filled
with books, comic books, movies 
and TV shows. But I also try to 
keep in mind that on the Inter-
net non-linear narratives can be 
really useful. A good slogan you 
can apply is: let the reader play. 
This is, as we saw before: let him 
change the infographic in some 
ways. Moreover, in the Einstein 
infographic we were experiment-
ing with a new template that 

combines our traditional step-
by-step approach with a more 
TV-like and multimedia one.

Why should the story be lin-
ear? The problem was the focus 
of Einstein´s research during 
1905: light. We needed to ex-
plain from the very 
first moment
what the mys-
teries of light 

I usually don´t take all these 

steps. It can happen that I come 

up with a strong visual idea for 

an infographic and then move to 

the documentation and directly 

to the final art. But, believe me,

you will save time if you think 

a little bit before the hands-on 

work in the computer!

2) Planning

Three scenes, one equally 

important to the oth-

ers. But the central one 

is where the main focus 

should be: the Special 

Relativity is the subject 

of the most important 

Einstein´s 1905 studies.

Organization is every-
thing especially if you are one 
of those guys who doesn´t keep 
a work diary and always forget 
his mother´s birthday (no, I´ve 
never forgotten my wedding an-
niversary so don´t even ask). As 
we will see later, in breaking-
news coverage you never have  
time for much thinking, but in 
special projects these steps 
should be considered: write, 
sketch and storyboard. Orga-
nize, in one simple word.

In the Einstein project, or-
ganization was crucial. To get 
started, we needed an introduc-
tion to cover some interesting 
historical facts about the genius´ 
life, an entire novel itself. This 
scene was the shortest and easi-
est to put together, as we could 
just create a two minutes and a 

half straightforward script that 
summarized it and could be 
useful to tell the reader why we 
thought it was important to ex-
plain Einstein´s discoveries. It 
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As you will notice, not all the 

elements in the storyboard were 

used on the final project. And not

all of them appear in the same 

order. Be ready to make quick 

changes in your initial plans if 

your advisers tell you so.

Once you know where you are 
heading, you are prepared to 
work. Of course, while the draft 
was being reviewed I had time 
to model and render many of 
the pieces of the project, but the 
audio was not recorded until the 
last week before the infographic 
was to be published, so in the 

end the deadline was a little bit 
tight. We needed the final sound 
to synchronize everything with 
it. The audio would give us the 
pace of the entire sequence.

The final cut of the infographic
was made in Flash MX 2004. 
Of course, some of the elements 

Storyboards are as essential to 

the online infographics designer 

as drafts and sketches are to 

the print artist. Don´t hesitate 

to waste paper with this quick 

drawings. They will help you 

organize your mind.

at the beginning of the twentieth 
century and, as Relativity is the 
most famous among the discov-
eries, link one thing to the other 
in the second scene, the central 
one. After the reader understood 
what we were talking about, he 
would be able to figure out what
the photoelectric effect or the 
General Relativity (that was in-
vented in the 20´s) are. This 
was the issue: a regular reader 
wouldn´t be able to comprehend 
a word of the third scene with-
out seeing the rest of the presen-
tation in a linear order. You can 
try it  if you speak Spanish and 
listen to the project carefully.

At the same time we worked on 
the storyboard we developed a 
first draft of the script. This was
reviewed by my physicist friends 
along with the rough sketches. 
After lots and lots of changes 
(explaining Relativity is trying 
to say visually what cannot be vi-
sualized by nearly anybody...), a 
final draft was ready.

3) Final art
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were worked out with other 
software, like Adobe Premiere, 
Photoshop and SoundForge (the 
sound was initially recorded with 
ProTools, though). The feed-
back from readers was excelent, 
which made me very happy as 

scientific infographics can be
tricky: as you´re not an expert, 
you have to be careful, it´s easy 
to make mistakes and there will 
be always someone ready to tell 
you so and laugh at you...

The aging and dying Einstein 

was another of those silly last 

minute ideas. I used it to explain 

the Twin Paradox. I think read-

ers love to be surprised by little 

tricks and jokes.
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Fig. 1

100 Years of Aviation is a huge 

infographic that tells a complex 

and long story in a very interest-

ing way. This is not a breaking 

infographic at all, but I decided 

to include it to explain the dif-

ferences between breaking and 

non-breaking coverages. 

http://www.elmundo.es/

elmundo/2003/graficos/dic/s2/

aviacion.html

Breaking news infographics
The essence of news info-
graphics is the coverage of 
breaking news. It is true that we 
often deal with subjects that al-
low meticulous planning over 
many days in which a large num-
ber of hours of work can there-
fore be invested, most of the 
time with spectacular results as 
we can see in Fig.1 or in the Ein-
stein project that we discussed 
in the previous pages.

These pieces are very gratifying 
and I would almost say neces-
sary in order for the members of 
a department to put into practice 
all their skills of investigation, 
information processing, illustra-
tion techniques, programming, 
etc. But the infographics design-
er is, above all else, a journalist. 
And the journalist is a slave to 
breaking news.

Creating a quality infographic in 
a few hours is a challenge. And 
(this is the bad news) there is no 
formula for coming out of the ex-
perience with flying colors. The
good news is that some useful 
pieces of advice can be suggested 
-though basic- which it are worth 
bearing in mind. 

What are we talking about?

A breaking news graphic, ac-
cording to the terminology of 
the print newspapers, is one 
which is produced in the space 
of just one working day, gener-
ally to cover a news item of par-
ticular importance (an attack by 
ETA, a volcanic eruption in the 
Pacific islands, a coach accident
with several fatalities...) before 
the day’s edition closes late in 
the afternoon or early evening. 

In Internet media, as we will see, 
this definition requires further
explanation.

Some examples of extensive cov-
erage of breaking news in the 
print medium? EL MUNDO can 
offer quite a few (Figs. 2 and 3). 
The working method in the print 
medium is subject to a particu-
lar deadline, at which time all 
the content of the newspaper 
must have been sent for print-
ing. The infographics designer 
of the print medium works with 
this time in mind: “the news has 
occurred at 10 a.m. We close at 
9 p.m. We have 11 hours to pro-
duce the graph”.

If in traditional journalism 
breaking news rules, on the In-
ternet it is a tyrant. The method 
of work for the online info-
graphics designer changes sub-
stantially. There is no longer a 
“deadline”, but the deadline is 
as soon as possible, when the in-
formation has been checked and 
contrasted.

This means work has to be done 
linking graphics together, ste-
by-step. We have developed this 
process thanks to several tragic 
events, like the M11 terrorist at-
tacks in Madrid. The sequence 
starts with the creation of a small 
locator map (Fig 4), which very 

Fig. 2

S-11 print infographic published 

by El Mundo the day after the 

terrorist attack.

Fig. 3

Anatomy of a goal. It compares 

the speed of several throws in 

different sports.
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quickly increases in complexity 
(Fig 5), then hours later, it ends 
up being a complete interactive 
graphic (Fig. 6). All this in the 
space of one day.

All of those of us who have been 
working in newspapers for some 
years have anecdotes about 
breaking news. I remember, for 
example, that day on 11 Septem-
ber 2001 when the deputy editor 
of elmundo.es, right on midday, 
got up from his chair and said 
in a slightly strange voice: “they 
are saying on CNN that a light 
aircraft has crashed into one of 
the towers of the World Trade 
Center. Maybe we had better do 
a locator map of Manhattan”.

A “locator”, right... (Fig. 7)

I’m up to my ears...

We all are called to work the days 
when all hell breaks loose. Chaos 
takes hold of the editorial office
when something serious hap-
pens. Children taken hostage in 
a town in the middle of nowhere 
in the Russian Caucasus! A tsu-
nami devastates Asia! A shooting 
in a neighbourhood in Madrid! 
Once these statements have 
been shouted, an infographics 
journalist knows that he needs 
to get ready for theeditors of his 
newspaper to start swarming 
like flies around jam.

So above all, stay calm. The best 
thing is not to allow the chaotic 
atmosphere affect us. There is 
always a way of approaching a 
subject quickly and efficiently.
But the only way of finding it
is not to become exasperated 
in the first minute (better to do
this, and release all the built up 
adrenaline, when everything has 
been finished).

So to begin with, after reading 
the news message that has un-
leashed the complete mechanism 
which the newsroom is made up 
of, let’s take a deep breath. Have 
we calmed down? Good. Let’s 
take the first few steps.

We’ll start by organizing the de-
partment into three teams: re-
porters, researchers and artists. 
Of course, one person may take 
on two roles at the same time. 
This will happen, obviously, 
in departments with less than 
three people (pure arithmetic!). 
But the ideal situation, despite 
the fact that we can all help out 
with the whole work process, is 
for each person to be more or 
less clear about his or her func-

tion. In projects that are pro-
duced over a long period of time 
-remember the Einstein one- a 
worker can be responsible for 
everything.

Go to the scene of the events! 
The reporters

In breaking news graphics good 
information is essential. It seems 
obvious but it is not. In other 
work on which we spend weeks, 
the quality of the information is 
assumed to be good: there is time 
to look for sources, talk, read, 
process, filter and visually give
expression to the information 
obtained in an organized and 
comprehensible way. In break-
ing news graphics, this process 
must be resolved in a very short 

period of time, and it is therefore 
wise to act with caution.

Once the first message has
reached the newsroom and the 
importance of the news has been 
evaluated, it is advisable to de-
cide immediately if it is worth 
sending someone to the area. 
By “someone” we do not mean 
a reporter, but “someone” from 
the infographics section, as no-

Fig. 7

Online infographics about S-11

http://www.elmundo.es/

especiales/2001/10/

internacional/libertad/

graficos.html

Fig. 4

This locator map about March 

11th attacks in Madrid was 

produced in a few minutes. It´s 

essential that we give our read-

ers good visual information as 

soon as possible. That´s  why the 

step-by-step method works fine.

Fig. 5

The static infographic was pub-

lished in elmundo.es at noon the 

same day of the terrorist attacks. 

As you may see, we used some of 

the elements we had produced in 

the locator maps.

http://www.elmundo.es/

elmundo/2004/graficos/mar/

s2/atentados/grafico1.html

Fig. 6

The interactive infographic. It 

was published during the eve-

ning of March 11th

http://www.elmundo.es/

elmundo/2004/graficos/mar/

s2/atentados/grafico3.html

graficos.html
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body knows better than us the 
type of information we need for 
a graphic. A reporter and a pho-
tographer may be very helpful, 

but generally do not concern 
themselves with getting the in-
formation essential for a visual 
reconstruction: distances, sizes, 
exact quantities, etc. 

To confirm the advantages of 
having an infographics designer 
at the scene of the events take a 
look at Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. If you 
want to risk having a reporter 
send a sketch by fax, it may be 
that you find someone with an 
artistic sensibility, which would 
be great. But it is more likely 
that you will end up having to 
work with something like Fig. 
10, with the predictable conse-
quences (graphics with no use 
whatsoever).

Fig. 8 is the graphic for an ac-
cident in Almansa (Albacete) in 
2002. An ambulance crashed 
into a gigantic trailer when it 
was coming on to a main road 
without the correctly fitted indi-
cators.

There is a striking similarity be-
tween the sketch sent by the info-
graphics designer from the acci-
dent area, which is of a very high 
quality, and the graphics which 
were published in the print and 
digital editions.

Most of the time sketches are 
not enough for an accurate re-
construction, so a digital camera 
will be very useful (Fig. 11). Of 
course, none of the images that 
we take can be used for publica-
tion in the newspaper, but they 
are extremely useful for record-
ing the details.

On very special occasions when 
the events are taking place in dif-
ferent locations, it will be neces-
sary to send several people out. 
This is what happened on M11.

The researchers

While the reporters go to the 
scene of the news, the research-
ers stay in the newspaper togeth-
er with the editors. What are the 
protagonists of this section re-
sponsible for? Their name says 
it all: gathering large amounts of 
background information.

Let’s go back to the example of 
the accident in Almansa (Fig. 8). 
The main element of the graphic 
is the reconstruction of the acci-
dent, but of similar importance 
is the map that precedes it.

Similarly, the graphic includes 
numerous details on the com-
pulsory rules, which lorries of a 

certain length must comply with: 
the position of the lights and in-
dicators, the situation of cars 
that accompany the freight ve-
hicle, etc. Looking in books, con-
tacting official sources, experts, 
etc., is the work of the research-
ers while others work in the 
field. Reporters and researchers 
complement each other.

The final art

As far as importance is con-
cerned, the skill with which the 
events are conveyed is just one 
step below quality documenta-
tion. It is no good having exclu-
sive and reliable information if 
the organization of the elements, 
the flow of the animation or the 

Fig. 8

Accident in Almansa. 

http://www.elmundo.es/

elmundo/2002/graficos/oct/s2/

almansa.html

Fig. 9

Graphic on a helicopter accident 

in Mexico: sketch and final art. 

Graphic from El Universal.

Fig. 10

Though it is hard to believe, a 

graphic was actually published 

based on this sketch, sent by a 

journalist by fax...

Fig. 11

Photos, modified with Photoshop. 

They can be used directly as 

scenes in the graphics.

h t t p : / / w w w . e l m u n d o . e s /

elmundo/2004/graficos/jun/s1/

vo.html
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layout of the interface elements 
are incorrect.

As we have seen before, a good 
storyboard will be a big help (Fig 
12). It is not essential, and there 
are people who do not use them 
at all, but it is useful, especially 
in very complex work. A story-
board will help us keep the in-
formation organized into scenes 
and sequences, and above all, 
explain to our colleagues what 
we want to say at each step. In 
this way task distribution will be 
much more efficient.

Use templates (Fig. 13), as we 
discussed before. Always hav-
ing the navigation buttons, the 
headlines and the feedback in 
the same place will not only save 
a lot of creative work, but it will 
also make the graphic easier to 
read for frequent visitors. Try 

to put yourself in the place of 
a reader who is not much of a 
technophile when faced with an-
imations in which the interface 
constantly changes...

Revisions and updates

However much effort we put 
into making our information as 
accurate and complete as possi-
ble, there is always a chance that 
there will be a mistake or some 
aspects will need to be complet-
ed at a later date.

It could even be the case that a 
graphic completely changes if 
the flow of new information is
more abundant in the follow-
ing days. This is what happened 
with the elmundo.es graphic on 
the train accident in Chinchilla. 
The crash occurred one day at 
9:40 p.m., so the online info-
graphics section had to go back 
to the newsroom and work all 
night so that the newspaper had 
an infographic first thing the fol-
lowing morning (Fig 14).

However, this first version of the
work lacked many details that 
became apparent as the investi-
gation of the events went on, so 
that during the following day, 
these were included in the ex-
planation until it became a com-
pletely new piece (Fig 15). 

It goes without saying that it is 
necessary to advise readers of 
each new update. It is not the 
same thing to update a news 
item that contains only text as it 
is for an interactive element, as 
the readers tend to visit the lat-
ter only once (the download time 
is much longer than for a normal 
HTML page). A message next to 
the link (“infographic, updated 

at 6.35p.m.”) is a good system, 
although there are many others.

Where no one has gone
before

There are many other examples 
of breaking news graphics. The 
dismantling of a pen gun factory 
(totally illegal) in Barcelona, in 
June 2003 is one. Why explain 
the operation by the Security 
Forces? It would be a routine in-
tervention without anything in-
teresting or complex to explain. 
However, the mechanism of the 
devices could form the object 
of a diagram (Fig 16). The basis 
for the graphic was the photos 
provided by the Civil Guard of 
a dismantled pen, in addition to 
the explanations of the agents on 
the telephone. It is important to 
look for original points of view 
with the aim of the information 
which reaches the reader being 
as complete as possible.

Do not forget that the saying 
“don’t let reality spoil a good 
news item” is not only false, but 
is often replaced by “reality will 
change your news item when 
you least expect it”. On 8 Sep-
tember  2004 the spectacular 

recovery of the Genesis space 
probe, which was returning to 
earth with samples of dust from 
the sun, was expected. A good 
opportunity to do a graphic with 
a certain amount of forewarn-
ing, as the information provided 
by NASA was plentiful and the 
work could be planned well in 
advance. For the day of the re-
turn we prepared a piece full of 
information and nice 3D anima-
tions (Fig. 17).

And then reality hit. The para-
chute of the device failed and 
the probe crashed to Earth. The 
solution? The explanatory texts 

Fig. 12

A storyboard for an online 

infographic. It is not necessary 

to include many details. Just 

enough to be able to organize 

and share out the work among 

the members of the team. Of 

course,it will not be possible 

to produce something very ac-

curate, just a rough sketch but it 

does not matter. It will be helful 

in any case.

Fig. 13

Framed, the navigation for the 

template of a regular elmundo.es 

infographic

Fig. 14

First version of the interactive 

graphic on the accident

http://www.elmundo.es/

elmundo/2003/graficos/jun/s1/

accidente_tren2.swf

Fig. 15

Collection of infographics on the 

accident in Chinchilla

http://www.elmundo.es/

elmundo/2003/graficos/jun/s1/

graficos_renfe.html
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of the graphic were changed and 
the headline quickly went from 
“What the recovery of Genesis 
was like” to “The Genesis recov-
ery project”. The rest was kept, 
fortunately. This does not always 
happen: sometimes the pressure 
of real life forces you to change a 
project from top to bottom.

Professional ethics

Invention.

Here is a word that terrifies jour-
nalists. And rightly so. Journal-
ism constructs narratives from 
facts, not suppositions. When we 
work, we try to keep in mind cer-
tain professional ethical rules, 
as well as the fate of those who 
break them, such as the famous 
Jayson Blair, of The New York 
Times, who plagiarized and in-
vented information and declara-
tions for several of his reports.

It is difficult to find such dis-
agreeable cases as his in info-
graphics, but there are other 
thorny points: to what extent can 
we include details in a diagram 
when the primary visual infor-
mation which we have available 
(photos and sketches) is not very 
detailed, for example. 

As Xaquín G. V. notes in the ar-
ticle ‘Ethics in visual reconstruc-
tions’ (see his website www.
xocas.com in the recommended 
reading) “the act of speaking or 
writing about an undetermined 
car is simple; the representa-
tion of an undefined car requires
all the visual information to be 
eliminated which would single 
out the car and to turn it into a 
generic representation”.

Information that is treated visu-
ally must fulfil certain require-
ments different from written 
information: saying “a car” is 
not the same as drawing “a car”.  
Writing “a car” leaves the reader 
free to imagine any car. If we 
draw it, we are saying: “THIS is 
the car”.

Therefore, the general rule which 
we can apply to reconstructions 
of events is: the less you know 
about what you are drawing, the 
less realistic and more stripped 
of any detail which would sin-
gle it out the representation 
should be (Fig 18). To the point 
at which, in the event of not ob-
taining sufficient information, it
is preferable to opt for a simple 
map instead of a reconstruction. 
It is better to be prudent than 
reckless.

Nobody is free of sin. There 
are good examples of bad prac-
tices in the files of elmundo.
es, almost all of them related to 
breaking news. Attacks by the 
terrorist group ETA, above all. 
It is enough to take a look at the 
examples in Fig. 18 to be horri-
fied by the misdeeds which being
dazzled by a new tool can lead us 
to commit.

Not only are hyperrealistic fig-
ures drawn, but they are also an-
imated. The figures shoot, drop
down dead, run and fly through
the air inside bombed cars with-
out it seeming that the author 
of the graphic has stopped for a 
moment to think about the im-
plications of what he is drawing. 
Because did the civil guards who 
died in Sallent de Gállego really 
look like that? Were we sure that 
the terrorist who murdered Juan 
María Jáuregui was wearing a 
red T-shirt? Moreover: Does ani-
mating the backward movement 
of a shot and its impact on the 
body of a victim contribute any-
thing (apart from empty spec-
tacle)...? The answer to all these 
questions is no. These graphics 

are therefore invalidated.

This type of reconstruction thus 
requires a much more aseptic 
approach: use of photos instead 
of drawn scenes, coloured ar-
rows and static figures instead of
detailed and animated figures,
effects with lights instead of re-
alistic explosions, etc. (Fig. 19). 

One should not lose sight of the 
fact that we do not work in the 
world of fiction, but in the ac-
count of facts.

Fig. 16

How a pen gun works

http://www.elmundo.es/

elmundo/2003/graficos/jun/s1/

bolispistola.html

Fig. 17

The Genesis mission, after the 

ship had crashed

http://www.elmundo.es/

elmundo/2004/graficos/sep/s2/

genesis.html

Fig. 18

Three versions of the same build-

ing, depending on the amount of 

reference information available. 

The detail increases in propor-

tion to the information.

Fig. 19

Several examples of ethically 

questionable graphics

http://www.el-mundo.es/

noticias/2000/graficos/julio/

semana3/malaga.html

http://www.el-mundo.es/

noticias/2000/graficos/julio/

semana4/jauregui.html

http://www.elmundo.es/

noticias/2000/graficos/agosto/

semana4/zuma1.html

http://www.elmundo.es/

noticias/2000/graficos/agosto/

semana3/sallent5.html

 

Fig. 20

The shooting in Ciudad Lineal

h t t p : / / w w w . e l m u n d o . e s /

elmundo/2003/graficos/feb/s4/

tiroteo.html
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Sailing to the future
I entitled this pages for the 
Multimedia Bootcamp Sail-
ing to the Future because I 
wanted to convey two ideas at 
the same time. First, that we are 
moving forward and we should 
never stop doing it at full sail. In 
this overcomplex world with new 
cool tech devices showing up ev-
erywhere and new generations 
of young people using them to 
get information, we don´t have 
the freedom to stop and take a 
nap. We must keep up-to-date to 
avoid being too old-fashioned.

It´s is sad but this is how the 
world works, you know. If we 
don´t learn the new languages 
that are spoken in homes and 

streets we will lose those who 
can become our readers in the 
near future. And all of this with-
out putting aside the rules of 
good old visual journalism: be 
fast, be accurate, be honest and 
keep everything simple.

At the same time, as a second 
idea behind the title, sailing 
is not a precise science. Com-
manders always try to keep the 
course straight but the harsh-
ness of weather, storms and 
very strong or very weak winds 
always change the initial plans. 
This will happen to you as it hap-
pens to us and happens to info-
graphics journalists worldwide 
in both print and online. Things 

nearly never work out as you had 
thought in the very first moment 
but don´t worry. Sometimes im-
provisation after hard times is 
the best way to success.

This is our message, so: online 
infographics are a very young 
craft. So far it is mostly based in 
what other great professionals 
have learned in the past centu-
ries with the birth of information 
design and the improvement of 
the technical skills and equip-
ment, computers and increas-
ingly sophisticated software.

But it has also its own rules and 
most of them are still to be dis-
covered. There is a huge jungle 

out there that keeps secrets no 
one has even thought about 
yet. There are several fields of 
exploration, from the use of 
data-based infographics to more 
sophisticated animations (2D 
or 3D), from the improvement 
of interactivity and user-based 
explanations to the real multi-
media integration of audio and 
video in our explanations. We 
need to find out how to tell visual 
stories better in the new media.

Lots of work to be done and 
there are still only a few ships-
of-the-line in this Navy. Our fu-
ture awaits.Will you dare to join 
us in this unpredictable but ex-
citing trip?
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